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INTRODUCTION 
Recognition of individual differences is important and 
equally important is providing instruction to meet these 
differences. One approach in classroom procedure to meet 
this goal is that of grouping the children for instruction. 
Children, working in pairs, can be helpful to both the 
teacher and the children. Paired practice allows the teacher 
time to work with those children needing special help. It 
also provides an opportunity for greater response and exchange 
of ideas on a particular subject. 
The purpose of this study is an attempt to measure the 
influences of paired practice on the acquisition of the read-
ing vocabulary of children in the third grade, and to discover 
if there is a variation in the retention of abstract and color-
ful words. 
Vii 
CHAPl'ER I 
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
The research will report studies in the following areas: 
Learning, Rate of Learning of Colorful and Abstract words, 
and Uses and Values of Workbooks. 
Team Learning 
Team learning is a method of grouping in the classroom 
in which children work together, within groups. They help 
each other arrive at a joint answer. 
1:/ 
Strang defined a group as: 
" •••• two or more individuals working together toward a 
goal ..•• A group builds up integrity and personality, 
strengthens the individual's awareness of being a 
member interacting with others for positive purposes. 
Group work is planned shared experiences which foster 
desirable changes in individuals as a whole. " 
2/ 
Spencer stated: 
"Research as yet has supplied little evidence be-
yond subjective questioning to support the opinions of 
educators favoring pupils working independently in 
teams, as a profitable learning technique. " 
~/Ruth Strang, Group Work in Education, Harper Brothers, New 
York, 1958, p. 5. 
~/Doris Spencer, An Evaluation of Word Study Lessons in Grade 
Four, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, 
1958. 
-1-
2 
1:.1 
McAulay found that there is more to be said in favor 
of the group method than simply that through it children 
learn to cooperate and work together. A child deepens his 
knowledge of a particular subject not only from his own re-
search but because he shares in the discussion and summari-
zation of his group. 
ll 
Glad suggested that grouping helps personality develop-
ment. In discussing the overly aggressive or the overly timid 
child whose personality defects may stem from home environ-
ment, he said that correcting home conditions is not the re-
sponsibility of the school. 
He felt that perhaps the principles of wholesome social 
grouping and leadership applied at school would help for a 
better social adjustment. 
11 
Burr felt that group participation aids growth of 
democratic ideals, preparing for life in a free society. 
"Modern schools are responsible for teaching 
children to assume shared responsibility and to carry on 
1:./J. D. McAulay, "Initiating the Group Method, " Social 
Education (November, 1957), 21:315. 
£/Donald D. Glad, "Grouping for Development, " Childhood 
Education (April, 1949), 25:354. 
1/James B. Burr, Lowry Harding and Leland Jacobs, Student 
Teaching in the Elementary School, Apple·ton-Century-Crofts, 
1950, p. 253. 
3 
cooperative activities, both of which contribute to the 
optimum development of the individual's personality and 
to the common group life. Through group work children 
not only get important work done; they also learn the 
meaning of shared roles of leadership, the responsibility 
inherent in freedom, the necessity of critical thinking 
in the solution of problems and the need for the con-
tinuous evaluation, both of the products of action and 
the processes employed." 
1/ 
Brueckner stated: 
"Experience of working together with others in the 
study and solutions of vital problems and of accepting 
responsibility for assignments by the group contribute 
to the development of social qualities and abilities 
which are fundamental to life in a democracy. Within 
these units there are such a wide variety of activities 
possible that all pupils can find ways in each of them 
to make worthwhile contributions to the group, according 
to his interests, abilities and special talents. 
Further consideration of the SQcial significance of 
y 
groups is presented by Michaelis in his summary of the need 
for cooperative and team work: 
"The ability to cooperate, to work with others, to 
be a member of a team, is of prime importance in our 
culture. The team work employed in industry, education, 
science, government, and other significant activities is 
illustrative of this point. From early days when 
neighbors worked together to raise the walls of a log 
cabin, or to have a town meeting, to the present time 
when a crew of workers erects a skyscraper, or a group 
participates in a meeting of the city council, progress 
has been accelerated because of cooperation. And now 
cooperation among nations of the world looms large as a 
1/Leo J. Brueckner and Foster E. Grossnickes, How to Make 
Arithmetic Meaningful, Winston, 1947, p. 153. 
2/John U. Michaelis, Social Studies for Children in a 
Democracy, Prentice Hall, New Jersey, 1957, pp. 22, 23. 
4 
major problem of our times." 
1.1 
McHugh's statement seemingly agreed, in that all work 
need not be limited to individual activity, but rather should 
be balanced by small group activity, because, "Self directed 
group activity permits active pupil participation and, train-
ing for living." 
]:_/ 
Concerning group activity, McDade comments that in 
small group and individual work a pupil has opportunity for 
maximum activity. 
11 
Durrell and Palos reported on team learning: 
"Team study seems to offer many advantages to learn-
ing, especially in view of the wide differences in 
ability among pupils in any classrooms. It permits ad-
justment to individual differences in level and learning 
rates; rapid learners may advance faster or use more 
difficult material; slow learners may use easier 
material or more detailed study guides and progress at a 
suitable pace .... Certainly team study provides greater 
security in learning, especially when pupils check their 
knowledge with each other at frequent intervals in the 
study period. " 
1/Walter J. McHugh, Pupil Team Learninq in Skills Subiects in 
Intermediate Grades, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, 
Boston University, 1961, p. 50. 
2/James McDade, "Individual Learning in an Integrated School 
Program," Chicago Schools Journal {January-June, 1933}, 15: 
58-67. 
]./Donald D. Durrell and Viola A. Palos, "Pupil Study Teams in 
Reading," Education {May, 1956), 76:553. 
1./ 
Durrell also said that: 
11 Children in primary grades may work in pairs on 
many kinds of work recognition practice, on reading 
readiness activities, in helping each other with words 
in silent reading, in checking each other in workbook 
activities. They may enjoy various types of contests 
when paired with a child of equal ability. Sometimes 
it is desirable to pair a rapid learning child with a 
slow one, setting up a tutorial situation for various 
kinds of help." 
2/ 
Durrell felt that: 
" •••• there are a great many situations when interest is 
heightened, comprehension is increased, and general 
achievement improved through pupils working in pairs or 
in teams of three." 
ll 
5 
Durrell reflected Gray's impression when he elaborated 
on the uses of team learning, reasoning that study is often a 
lonesome and insecure task. Graded study guides used in teams 
seem to reduce or alleviate these problems. 
4/ 
Durrell said: 
"The large gains in reading achievement shown in 
many recent studies of remedial and regular instruction 
are due in cqnsiderable degree to a careful adjustment 
of the instruction to the child's level and learning 
rate." 
1/Donald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction, World 
Book Company, New York, 1956, p. 129. 
Y.Loc. cit. 
]_/Durrell and Palos, op. cit., p. 2. 
4/Donald D. Durrell, Individual Differences and Their Impli-
cations With Respect to Instruction in Reading, Thirty-Sixth 
Yearbook, 1937, Chapter XI, National Society for the Study of 
Education, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, pp. 325-356. 
6 
1/ 
Wagner outlined underlying principles of classroom 
organization as: 
"Groups should be flexible. It should promote inde-
pendent activities. It should improve the social climate 
of the classroom. It should result in each individual 
becoming important to the class and consequently growing 
in self respect. " 
ll 
Thelan found that the size of the group should be the 
smallest group to possibly represent, at the functional level, 
achievement and specialization of skills required for the 
particular learning activity at hand. 
Modern education thought favors heterogeneous grouping, 
11 
according to Hamalainen: 
" •.•• that is, placing children with a wide range of 
abilities in eache1ass, as opposed to having 'fast' 
groups and 'slow' groups. A heterogeneous group helps 
provide a more normal social situation for children. 
It encourages an atmosphere in which all children are 
given the opportunity to work with others of varied and 
diverse abilities." 
.1./Guy Wagner, "What Schools are Doing in Grouping Children 
for Reading," Education (January, 1958), 78:309. 
:?:./Herbert A. The l an, "Group Dynamics in Instruction: 
Principle of Least Group Size," School Review (March, 1949), 
57:142. 
3/A. E. Hamalainen, "Grouping Pupils Should Provide Normal 
Social Situations," The Nation's Schools (June, 1950), 4.5:34. 
7 
1/ 
Bourassa, et al. believed that "content areas of read-
~ng and arithmetic which involve study skills and drills seemed 
most conducive to grouping." 
ll 
Harris stated: "Groups of two children can be effective-
ly used for such activities as testing one another on word or 
phrase cards and reading games." 
]/ 
According to King, et al. there were definite gains for 
both superior and slow from use of group processes: 
"The superior child is challenged and stimulated by 
a rich activity program unlimited in scope. The slow 
child gains a sense of belonging and a feeling of 
personal worth through the provision of experiences of 
success. Group work provides excellent opportunities 
for children to work together and appreciate each 
others' contributions to the common effort." 
4/ 
Baumgartner, et al. found in their results from small 
!/Marie T. Bourassa, Nancy L. Clarke, Mary A. Hanna, Ruth A. 
Johnson, Marcia c. McCormic and Olga Sequeira, Development 
and Evaluation of Lessons for Class and Group Situations in 
Grade One, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University 
School of Education, 1957, p. 284. 
£/Albert J. Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability, Longmans 
Green and Company, 1956, New York, p. 110 . 
3/Muriel P. King, Laura s. Lally, Jane P. Levenson, Geraldine 
A. Merrick and Cecilia M. Palmieri, Development and Evaluation 
of Lessons in Socialized Learning for Grade One, Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1957, 
p. 351. 
4/Barbara Baumgartner, Murielle G. Desmarais, Margaret Duren, 
Statis Gorczyca, Alice I. Hohler, Helen L. Murphy, Barbara 
Sanderson, Viola c. Soelle and Harriet Weiss, Teaching in 
Groups in Grade Three, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University School of Education, 1957, p. 190. 
8 
group work that: 
"There was greater pupil participation and indi-
vidual checking; individual differences were provided 
for; concentrated practice was greater for both rapid 
and slow learner; cooperation with others was improved; 
and there was more enrichment activity." 
1.1 
Reagan found that in using study guides pairs seem to 
be the most productive form of grouping. 
With many studies presenting information concerning the 
1:.1 
value of team learning, Durrell cautions against having 
small group work replace other types. 
11 
Brueckner seems to concur, feeling that children need 
time to be alone with a task, but not to the extent that they 
cannot take part in group activity. He implies that the 
amount of group work must be flexible. 
4/ 
Supporting these views, Gray stated: 
"Experience shows clearly that pupil development 
~/J. F. Reagan, Improving Recall Through Graded Study Guides, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School of 
Education, 1957. 
£/Donald D. Durrell, "Providing for Individual Differences in 
Reading," Journal of Education (September, 1935), 56:30-36. 
]./Leo J. Brueckner, Adopting Instruction in Arithmetic to 
Individual Differences, Number IV in Series, University of 
Miami Press, 1941, p. 14. 
4/William s. Gray (Compiler and Editor), Classroom Techniques 
in Improving Reading, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 
1949, pp. 23, 49. 
9 
cannot always be achieved most effectively as the child 
works alone. Of great importance is the stimulus and 
added insight which result when he works cooperately 
with others in achieving common goals." 
1/ 
In a study conducted by Campanaro, it was found that: 
"Group activity aided the youngsters in clearer 
thinking, improved their cooperation and sportsmanshi~ 
and encouraged them to participate and express their 
ideas with greater confidence. " 
11 
As a result of the Campanero study it was found that, 
"The active role of a child participation in a group brought 
out a greater gain in learning than when the very same child 
had to concentrate, study and sit by himself." 
Another value of group work was offered by Baudanza, 
11 
et al. as they asserted: 
"This procedure (socialized learning) seemed to 
appeal even to the most diffident pupils. Leaders had 
high standards and there was no fooling around or 
wasting time. Pairs or groups got right down to the 
need at hand and returned to their seats without being 
told, when the work was finished." 
~/Lena E. Campanaro, Graded Lessons for Use of Study Teams, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School of 
Education, 1956, p. 33. 
):_/Ibid. 
]./Mary M. Baudanza, Doris M. Gorman, Jean c. Lord and Agnes 
R. McCarthy, Development and Evaluation of Lessons for Class 
and Group Situation in Grade One, Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, BOston University School of Education, 1957, p. 270. 
10 
1/ 
Klugman said that teams do not suffer from loss of 
.. 
teacher supervision. He also found that children earned 
better scores when working in pairs. 
" •••• when children worked in pairs they earned reliably 
higher scores than when they worked independently. 
However, while the scores were higher, it took them a 
reliably longer time •••• due to the presentation, dis-
cussion, rejection, and acceptance of a greater number 
of possible answers which occurred when the children 
worked in pairs." 
:£1 
Clapper, et al. reported that after six weeks of 
paired practice in drills in phonics and word meanings, the 
pupils showed definite gains in reading achievement. They 
said: 
"Teamwork lends itself well to use in reading work 
and to many other areas in the elementary curriculum. 
Paired practice work provides additional time that is 
necessary if the teacher is to provide for all the 
individual needs within her classroom." 
3/ 
Lyons stated that consideration of individual differ-
ences in children is the basis of successful reading program. 
1/Samuel F. Klugman, "Cooperative Versus Individual Suf-
ficiency in Problem Solving." Journal of Educational Psy-
chology (February, 1944), 35:91-100. 
:£/Harriet Clapper, Mary Conom, Marcia Flagg, Rosamond Pugh 
and Virginia Schmalz, The Effectiveness of Paired Learning 
on A Reading Program in Grades Two and Three,. Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1958. 
]./Nellie T. Lyons, "Relating the Reading Program to Individu-
al Differences, " Elementary School Journal (March, 1949), 
49:389-394. 
11 
The slow learning child needs many more concrete experiences 
than other children. Every school should provide for the 
individual needs of children within the regular reading 
program. 
1/ 
Jones prepared study guides which were used for paired 
learning in sixth grade social studies. She concluded: 
"Pupils in the experimental classrooms enjoyed the 
lessons and liked working with a partner. Teachers 
observed that pupils generally liked the lessons and 
greatly enjoyed paired practice. Teachers reported 
satisfaction with this procedure." 
ll 
Sindoni worked in phonics in ~rade Four and concluded: 
"The children made significant gains in paragraph 
meaning because they were able to pronounce more words 
and using this ability with the help of contextual clues 
were able to attain a greater score. " 
ll 
McHugh found that: 
" •••• team learning in spelling and arithmetic proved 
both exciting and enjoyable to children. It increased 
motivation by not having the children wait for others to 
finish. They advanced more rapidly than either the 
teachers or supervisors had anticipated because of the 
team learning." 
~/Annie Lee Jones, Graded Study Guides for Sixth Grade Social 
Studies, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University 
School of Education, 1958. 
1/Virginia Sindoni, An Evaluation of the Effectiveness of 
Special Training of Word Analysis Through Team Learning in 
Grade Four, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University 
School of Education, 1962. 
3/Walter J. McHugh, op. cit. 
12 
1/ 
McDade felt that checking work sometimes adds to team 
learning practice, increasing the benefits of learning by 
immediate correction when the child is still interested in it. 
He also states that there is good evidence that pupils 
check as good and as accurately as teachers do. 
£1 
Knowlton and Johnson found no significant difference 
between those working alone or with partners. The ex-
·perienced pair had better retention when working with a 
partner. Previous experience appears to be a significant 
factor as an aid to retention in paired work. 
11 
Jameson found that as a result of her study children 
preferred working with partners. 
Team learning helped reinforce democratic principles 
and helped children become better citizens. It aided per-
sonal development by having children recognize their own re-
sponsibilities and share them. It permitted maximum activity 
and participation. It permitted extra time for the teachers 
to help the children below the average I.Q. Children enjoyed 
~/James McDade, op. cit., p. 65. 
~/Alvin Knowlton and Wilfred J. Johnson, Comparison of Indi-
vidual and Paired Learning for the Measurement of Retention, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School of 
Education, 1951. 
1/Vivian Jameson, Children's Preferences in Types of Assign-
ments, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School 
of Education, 1951. 
13 
this procedure~ particularly at the intermediate and upper 
levels. In most studies it was found that the groups should 
be flexible and that group work should not replace whole class 
activities. 
Rate of Learning Colorful and Abstract Words 
The child•s rate of learning is an important factor to 
be considered in planning lessons. The materials must be ad-
justed to the child 1 s learning rate if mastery is to be 
achieved. 
There have been studies made to determine if there is a 
difference in the difficulty of learning a colorful word, as 
"storm" and an abstract word, as 11 probably. 11 Studies had been 
done with adults as well as children, using various types of 
materials. 
1/ 
Pyle worked with 12 college seniors and graduate stu-
dents, testing their rate of learning objects, words, nonsense 
syllables, thought material and connected thought. He tested 
their retention after a lapse of 24 hours. The results show 
that the most rapid learners had the highest percentage of re-
tent ion • 
.!/William H. Pyle, 11 Retention As Related to Repetition, 11 
Journal of Educational Psychology (June, 1911), 2:311-321. 
14 
~I 
Alsbrooks compared the rate of learning of colorful 
and abstract words in Grade One. One hundred and six 
children were taught 30 words, divided into three groups of 
10 each. The conclusions obtained from the data were that 
the difference between the rate of learning of colorful and 
abstract words were statistically significant in favor of the 
colorful words. The mean score for the colorful words was 
12.6 compared with 9.47 for the abstract words. The critical 
ratio of 7.76 shows the difference was statistically signifi-
cant in favor of the colorful words. 
One hundred and six first grade children were tested by 
2/ 
Devlin to determine the learning rate. Thirty words, 15 
colorful and 15 abstract, were used. These were divided into 
three groups of 10 words each, five colorful and five abstract. 
The last test scores were considered to be the learning rate. 
The mean score for the colorful words was 11.53, as compared 
with 5.42 for the abstract words. The critical ratio of 13.01 
showed the difference between the rate of learning of colorful 
and abstract words to be statistically significant, in favor 
~/Helen S. Alsbrooks, Learning Rate of Colorful and Abstract 
Words in Grade One, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University School of Education, 1959. 
lfBarbara J. Devlin, The Learning Rate of Colorful and Abstract 
Words in Grade One, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University School of Education, 1957. 
of 
the 
favor 
rate, 
used 
into 
words. 
ful 
15 
rful words. 
]:./ 
llahan's findings showed that the difference between 
of learning of colorful and abstract words was in 
the colorful words. The study showed high positive 
of .635 between reading achievement and learning 
low positive correlation of .215 between reading 
and mental ages . 
e·hundred and fifty children in four first grades were 
l:.l 
a study conducted by Cerica. She divided 30 words 
groups of 10 each. The final scores were con-
to be the learning rate . The mean score for the 
words was 11 . 51 , as compared with 8 . 76 for the 
words. The critical ratio was 6.55, thus showing a 
ically significant difference in favor of colorful 
11 
in her study on the rate of learning b£ color-
abstract words in Grade One, tested 112 children. 
hea T. Callahan, The Comparison in the Rate of Learn-
Colorful and ~stract Words in Grade One, Unpublished 
Thesis, Boston Universtiy School of Education, 1947. 
A. Ce r ica, The Comparison in the Rate of Learning of 
and ABs t ract Words in Grade One, Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1942. 
1/Virg'nia R. Boyle, Learning Rate of Colorful and Abstract 
Words 'n Grade One, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
Univer ity School of Education, 1950. 
16 
Thirty words were divided into three groups of 10 words each. 
The la3t testing score was considered the learning rate. The 
mean s~ore for the colorful words was 10.71 and for the 
abstra:t words, 6.53. The critical ratio of 7.46 showed the 
differ~nce was statistically significant in favor of the 
colorf1l words. 
1/ 
C rter tested 50 boys and girls with words divided into 
three roups: Pleasant; Unpleasant; and Indifferent. He 
found hat learning was more efficient for pleasant than for 
unplea~ant material. Unpleasant words were better learned 
than i1different words. He also found that in the children's 
false esponses, there was a tendency for the child to re-
place he correct unpleasant or indifferent word with an in-
correc pleasant one. 
2/ 
F r.r made a study of elementary school children in 
order o determine the learning rate of meaningful words. 
She fo nd that more words were retained and a higher score 
achiev~d when 10 words were taught rather than five or seven 
words. 
1:,/H. D 
ing," 
55-56,. 
Carter, 11Emotional Correlation of Errors in Learn-
ournal of Elementary Ps~chology(January, 1936), 27: 
£/Caro V. Farr, Construction and Evaluation of Tests of Rate 
of Lea ninq in Reading for Children in the First Grade, un-
publisled Master's Thesis, Boston University School of Edu-
cation 1942. 
I 
17 
1/ 
Thompson tested 42 pupils to determine whether the en-
richment method of teaching first grade reading would give 
better inal results than the analysis method. The enrich-
od was found to be better for immediate recall, and 
ysis method for delayed response was better. 
is research has shown that the learning rate of color-
abstract words is statistically significant in favor 
ful words. 
Workbooks 
workbooks of a basal reading program were used 
in this study, research concerning workbooks is included. 
rkbooks have a definite place in the classroom. Ac-
~/ 
cording 
11 
• Workbooks provide a systematic organization of in-
structional materials for largely self-directed 
learning activities •••• 
• Workbooks provide materials which can be used for 
the analysis of certain types of reading diffi-
culties •••• 
• Some workbooks provide for the systematic appraisal 
of certain types of pupil needs •••• 
1/Louis E . Thompson, The Enrichment Versus the Analysis 
Method f Teachin First Grade Readin , Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1940. 
~/Emmet 
stratio 
A. Betts, "Workbook Situation, " Educational Admini-
and Su ervision (November, 1941), 27:561-578. 
18 
• To a degree, a differentiated program of instruction 
can be furthered by the careful use of workbook ac-
tivities •••• 
• With certain groups it is conceivable that workbooks 
may be used profitably to prepare for the successful 
participation in small group basal reading ac-
tivities •••• 
1 • For certain groups within the room, workbook ac-
tivities may be used effectively as a follow-up on 
basal reading activities •••• 
• One of the claims frequently made for the use of 
workbooks is that the child is taught to follow 
directions.u 
H>wever, teachers must know how to use and evaluate work-
1/ 
books. Betts listed these cautions: 
" • Judgment must be exercised in the use of the work-
book if genuine educational values are to be 
realized •••• 
• The pupil should understand the specific values he 
will derive from the experiences •••• 
• Rates of learning must be weighed when using work-
books effectively •... 
• The values of group endeavors and interchange of 
ideas are likely to be defaulted unless provision is 
made for group activity • 
• Workbooks should be selected in terms of the reading 
ability and the needs of the individuals in question." 
y 
M dden felt that it was necessary for teachers to have 
~/Ibid I pp. 561-578. 
YRuth Madden, "Workbooks! Tool or Crutch?" Education Digest 
{May, 956), 21:35-7. 
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a bettEr knowledge of workbooks. She offered the following 
sugges ions: 
that: 
" • What kind of workbook will meet your pupils' needs? 
Do you want a workbook that continues the learning 
of the text? Do you want a practice or drill book 
that ignores understanding? Do you want a consumable 
text? 
• Do the pupils of your class need workbooks of differ-
ent levels of difficulty or development? 
• Are pupils aimlessly filling in blanks, or have you 
taught or retaught the learnings involved, so that 
practice always follows understanding? 
• Do you analyze pupils' work and reteach where 
necessary? 
• Do you use the diagnostic prov1s1ons of a workbook or 
determine by your own analysis which portions are 
profitable to a pupil and which he should omit?" 
.ll 
I~ regard to the proper use of workbooks, Durrell stated 
"Many workbooks are designed to give practice in 
s lent reading, with the child following directions to 
dE monstrate his comprehension. It is well if two children 
we rk together, checking with each other the understanding 
o what is to be done. Workbooks in which a child reads 
fc r five seconds and then colors for two minutes are to be 
a oided. It is better to reverse the process, with more 
rEading and very short responses. Even the yes-no type 
q estion is to be preferred to the 'much coloring' type of 
r ading workbook. The same thing may be said for checking 
c mprehension by having the child draw a picture series to 
i dicate comprehension. The child who is slow in learning 
rEading would profit more by multiplying the reading 
p actice." 
_l/Durr 11, Improving Reading Instruction, op. cit., pp. 179, 
180 . 
I 
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1/ 
Kerr cited the following advantages of the workbook: 
"Workbooks provide space for all necessary writing 
There are no lost papers and no filing problems 
Another widely practiced use of workbooks is 
supplementing the program by providing additional drill 
material •••• They provide opportunity for adjustment of 
the program to individual differences •..• The best and 
most profitable use of workbooks results only if their 
use~ planned carefully, they are selected wisely, and 
their materials are intelligently prepared and presented. 
ll 
Kerr further noted that, 11 Providing text-workbooks gives the 
child a chance to use something new, fresh, and all his own 
. . . . Each child can trace his own progress more easily through 
his own workbook." 
In order to gain the maximum benefit from workbooks, Kerr 
concluded by saying: 
"Workbooks must have their use carefully planned in 
order to get the most effective results. No workbook is 
published with the assumption that its use will not re-
quire intelligent preparation and presentation by the 
teacher." 
il 
In a similar vain McKee stated, "That the careful use 
of workbooks can help in providing for the child stimulation 
.!/Margaret Kerr, 11 Teaching with Workbooks," Elementary School 
Journal (December, 1947), 48:218-221. 
£/Ibid., pp. 218-221. 
3/Loc. cit. 
4/Paul McKee, The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary 
School, Houghton-Mifflin Company, Boston, 1948, p. 266. 
and practice that promote his growth in reading power." 
l/ 
Miller asked the question concerning workbooks, "Do 
they have a place? 11 She reported that: 
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"Many teachers say that some workbooks are well-
planned and do provide a wealth of drill material whiah 
would be too time consuming for the busy classroom 
teacher to prepare. They reason that the brighter pupils 
can often go ahead in certain subjects and that the work-
books are an excellent self-teaching device for them. 
They argue that by wise selection the teacher may find 
the type of exercise her class needs and that the work-
books themselves ·furnish good practice in silent read-
ing •••• Unless the teacher is required to use the work-
book exactly as it is prescribed by the authors -she 
should make the most intelligent adaptation of it to the 
needs of her individual class." 
ll 
Gates and Russell felt that: 
"The practice workbook is designed to give addition-
al reading, word study, and review to the words in the 
basal reader ••.• The preparatory book provides a 
relatively large number of repetitions for each new word. 
Some of the materials, moreover, provide for motivated 
re-reading. " 
When workbooks are used intelligently by teachers, many 
l.l 
values acc~ue. Vreeland noted concerning workbooks: 
]:/Edith F. Miller, "What About Workbooks? " American Childhood 
(December, 1946), 32:15,16. 
£/Arthur I. Gates and David H. Russell, "Types of Materials, 
Vocabulary Burden, Word Analysis, and Other Factors in Be-
ginning Reading, I, " Elementary School Journal (September, 
1938) 1 39:28-35 • 
1_/Wendell Vreeland, " Good Workbook from the Teacher's Point 
of View, " Nations School (July, 1936), 18:35-37. 
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"Its function is to facilitate the teaching and 
learning processes as they must be carried on in the 
modern school. It follows that the workbook may be 
either an utterly valueless instrument or an independent 
tool depending upon the nicety with which it is used. 
Final appraisal of the workbooks, therefor~, ought to 
be based upon its effectiveness in actual use in the 
classroom." 
1.1 
Clark declared that: 
"It is essential that teachers know materials which 
will stimulate children to think, to anticipate the 
probable sequence of events, to derive meanings from the 
context, and which will meet the needs of children at 
varying interests and abilities •••• In surveying the 
field of reading workbooks for the primary grades, we 
find that the workbook that accompanies a basic reader 
is designed to give additional practice in thoughtful 
interpretation, to increase powers of word recognition, 
and to serve as a diagnostic check on the child's pro-
gress." 
l.l 
According to Hildreth: 
"Workbooks have many advantages for pupils in the 
primary grades. The clear-cut instructions and the 
arrangement of material make them almost self-teaching, 
an advantage in increasing pupil self responsibility •••• 
The children enjoy doing the exercises and can see 
tangible results of their effort. The workbooks are an 
aid in training pupils to settle down to a task and to 
concentrate attention. They give practice in skills 
that benefit from drill--following directions, reading 
for accurate meaning, improvement in visual word dis-
crimination, testing knowledge of the reader vocabulary, 
providing additional practice for the slow learner, 
giving practice that combines reading, writing, and 
1/Catherine L. Clark, The Nature and Variety of Reading Materi-
als: In the Primary Grades, Supplementary Educational Monographs, 
Volume 4 (September, 1942), University of Chicago, pp. 138-142. 
YGertrude Hildreth, "Reading Programs in Grade II and III, 11 
Reading in the Elementary School, Forty-Eighth Yearbook, 1949 , 
Part II, National Society for the Study of Education, University 
of Chicago Press, Chicago, p. 110. 
spelling." 
1/ 
In regard to the acquisition of vocabulary, Stone 
states that, ''A means (of vocabulary) is provided in the 
vocabulary preparatory exercises in the workbooks which in-
troduce the new words in a meaningful setting." 
2/ 
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Bond and Wagner contended that the importance of work-
books lies in the fact that: 
"1 . They aid in individualizing the program by allowing 
the child to work at his own rate independent of the 
class. 
2. They develop skills and abilities. 
3. They give added experience with words that need to 
have more repetition. 
4. They give the child more material based on the same 
vocabulary." 
:II 
Gray stated that there was a purpose for every well-
designed workbook. He observed: 
"The workbook of today is prepared by highly skilled, 
specialized workbook authors. It is attractive in appear-
ance, with excellent typography and functional illustra-
tions. It is based on research into student and teacher 
.!./Clarence R. Stone, "Major Types of Instructional Activities 
in Reading,." Elementary School Journal (April, 1938), 38:595. 
l/Guy L . Bond and Eva Bond Wagner, Teaching the Child to Read, 
Macmillan Company, New York, 1950, p. 203. 
3/Albert Gray, "Lift the Workbook Cover," Phi Delta Kappa{Janu-
ary, 1952), 33:286,287. 
Gray 
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needs and into findings of educational psychologists." 
1/ 
further gave a publisher's viewpoint of the value of 
workbooks: 
"1. Workbooks are time saving for pupil and teacher. 
2. give meaningful practice and focus the 
3. Wor 
of the pupil on the essential points. 
give adequate drill; through the use of 
each child gives a full recitation. 
4. ooks give an opportunity for skill applications 
and transform the textbook situation into a function-
6. Workb
1
ook s are diagnostic and reveal individual 
stre gths and weaknesses." 
11 
Tinker declared in regard to the value of workbooks: 
"The workbooks provided with basic reader series 
furnish practice, review, and check tests for reading 
lessons of the text •••• When workbooks are properly 
used they may become an important aid in the development 
and checking of word discrimination; comprehension of 
words, sentences, paragraphs; use of context clues in 
word recognition, following sequence of ideas, and so 
on. In a balanced program workbooks activities provide 
a use-ful supplement to work with basic readers." 
The research indicated workbooks are a va l uable tool in 
re-enforcing the teaching of primary reading. They provide 
for meaningful practice, drill, self instruction and pupil 
self-responsibility if the teachers use the workbooks properly. 
1./Loc. cit. 
1/Miles A. Tinker, Teaching Elementary Reading, Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, 1952, p. 121. 
CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF STUDY 
This study was an attempt to measure the influence of 
paired practice on the acquisition of the reading vocabulary 
of children in the third grade to discover if there is a 
variation in the retention of abstract and colorful words. 
In order to complete this study, it was necessary to: 
1. Secure a population 
2. Develop materials 
3. Conduct a six week program 
4. Evaluate the program. 
Population 
Principals in four Massachusetts communities were con-
sulted and permission was granted to conduct the program in 
the third grade classrooms in their buildings. The children 
were from two industrial cities and two towns, one large and 
one small. Various socio-economic backgrounds were repre-
sented, ranging from lower to upper middle income areas. 
Eight classes provided a total population of 186 
children, ranging in chronological age from seven years and 
-25-
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zero months to nine years and nine months. There were four 
experimental classes and four control classes, with 93 
children in both groups . Table I shows the distribution of 
chronological ages in months for the children in both groups. 
Table 1 . Distribution of Chronological Ages 
Interval Control Experimental f f 
{l) {2) 
' 
(3) 
117-119 ..................... 1 2 
114-116 •.••••••••.•.••••.•.• 2 1 
111-113 ...•••••••••••••••••• 2 2 
108-llO ••••••••••••••••••••• 3 7 
105-107 ..................... 13 11 
102-104 •••••••••••••••.•••• 0 21 14 
99-101 .••••••••••••.••••••• 20 17 
96-98 . ..................... 19 22 
93-95 •••••••••••••••••••••• 10 15 
90-92 •••••••••••••••••••••. 1 1 
87-89 ...................... 0 0 
84-86 •••••••••••••••••••••• 1 1 
Total •••••.•••••...•••..• 93 93 
• 
Mean • •••••••••••••••••••• 101 .06 100 .71 
S.D •••••••••••••••••••••• 5.34 5.88 
The chronological ages for the control group ranged from 
86 to 117 months, with a mean of age of 101.06 and a standard 
deviation of 5.34. For the experimental group the range was 
from 84 months to 117 months, with a mean age of 100.71 and a 
standard deviation of 5 .88. 
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Table 2 shows the distribution of intelligence quotients 
for both groups. 
Table 2. Distribution of Intelligence Quotients 
• Control Experimental Interval f f 
(1) (21 (3) 
140-148 ••••••••••••••••••• 1 - 0 
131-139 ••••••••••••••••••• 0 1 
122-130 •••••••••••.••••••. 8 11 
113-121 ••••••••••••••••••• 13 12 
104-112 ••••••••••••••••••• 23 31 
95-103 .............•....• 17 21 
86-94 •••••••••••••••••••• 6 11 
77-85 •••••••••••••••••••• 1 0 
68-76 ..............• ••••• 3 2 
Total •••••••••••••••••• 72 - 89 
Mean ••••••••••••••••••• 107.22 106.83 
S.D •••••••••••••••••••• 12.16 11'.sa 
The intelligent quotients for the control group ranged 
from 68 to 148, with a mean of 107.22 and a standard devia-
tion of 12.16. The intelligence quotients for the experi-
mental group ranged from 72 to 132, with a mean of 106.83 and 
a standard deviation of 11 · 58. 
Vocabulary 
It was determined that of 150 reading words, approximate-
ly 30, or one fifth should be abstract. The rate of progress 
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in both experimental and control groups necessitated a six 
week teaching period for the introduction of 150 words. 
Since the teachers conducting the study would be limited 
in the number of additional words that could be taught beyond 
the normal curriculum, going outside the curriculum would 
greatly decrease the number of abstract words that could 
possibly be taught within the six weeks. It was, therefore, 
decided to use the reading workbooks, because they could be 
easily adapted for paired practice on the words selected for 
the project. Also, the workbooks contained a greater number 
of abstract words that could be presented within the specified 
time. 
The vocabulary for this study was taken from the Think 
~I 
and Do Book_, levels 31 and 32 , which correspond with the 
basal reading series, The New Streets and Roads, and The New 
More Streets and Roads. Additional words were taken directly 
11 
from Friends Far and Near, level 32 • No workbook correspond-
ing to that reader was used. 
To select the words to be classified as abstract, Roget's 
~/William s. Gray, Marion Monroe, A. Steel Artley, May Hill 
Arbuthnot and Lillian Gray, Think and Do Book, Scott, Foresman 
and Company, Chicago, 1956. 
2/David Russell and Gretchen Wulfing, Friends Far and Near, 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1948. 
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.1/ l/ 
Thesaurus and Webster's New World Dictionary were con-
11 
sulted. The Webster's definition of the adjective, ab-
stract: .. not easy to understand; apart from any particular 
4/ 
or material object . .. The Roget's definition of abstract: 
11 difficult ... 
In addition to the above definitions, the following 
criteria were used: 
1. The word could not be reached through the senses, e.g. 
dare. 
2. The word was not easily illustrated, e.g. thousand. 
A master list of all words used in the study, including 
a minimum of 84 words taught to children in Group III, and a 
maximum of 162 words taught to children in Group ~ was com-
piled. Each member of the group independently selected ab-
stract words from the master list. After working individu-
ally, they discussed their decisions and coordinated results 
based on the criteria. There was disagreement concerning 
1/C. o. s. Mawson, Roget's Thesaurus of the English Language, 
in Dictionary Form, Garden City Books, New York, 1936, p. 3. 
l/J. H. Friend, Webster's New World Dictionary of the 
_ American Language, College Edition, World Book Company, New 
York, 1959, p. 6. 
1/Ibid., p. 6. 
4/Mawson, op. cit., p. 3. 
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some words. The final selections were based on unanimity 
and agreement among the group. 
Some groups covered a portion of the master list, which 
overlapped the portion covered by another group. The number 
of words covered by the groups ranged from 84 to 162. The 
master list follows with words selected as abstract indicated 
by an asterisk{*). 
MASTER LIST VOCABULARY 
*able behave captain *cool 
*aboard *belong *carefully counter 
act *below carpenter *course 
against Benny cave cousin 
*ahead berries center crash 
air *between *certainly crawl 
airplane bicycle *chance *crept 
aisle *bit chase croak 
*already blizzard cheese *crowd 
also block chief crown 
*among blossoms child crumb 
answered booming chip cub 
*anybody bother chipmunk cup 
apart bottom chocolate *cupboard 
*appear *bow choose customer 
asleep bowl Chuckle danger 
automobile brakeman *circle *dare 
*awful brave clam *darting 
axes breath clap *dash 
baggage brush Claus daughter 
band buds *clever Dave 
bank buggy close *decide 
basement *bunch cloth deer 
beat bus clover department 
beaver bush club desk 
*became button coin detective 
*become cab complain died 
beg cabin conductor diesel 
begin cage cook *different 
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dimes *finally *hate *lean 
dirt finish *he'd leap 
*disappear flame heel *led 
dive flames *held lesson 
doe *flap *he'll levers 
Don flat hid lick 
Dorothy flood *hind *lie 
doughnuts Fluffytail hit life 
dozen fog *hitch Lily 
*draw foolish *ho Limb 
*drew footprint holly load 
*drifted *forward hour loaf 
drove fourteen huge lock 
*during Frank Hulda locomotive 
*eager free hundred log 
*early freight hunt loose 
Easter Friday *hurrah lots 
*edge frighten husband lovely 
eight frisky *hut lower 
*either frog *I'd luck 
elevator frosting *idea lying 
eleven fruit inches Mack 
elf fur *inn maiden 
empty furniture *inquire *main 
enemy gear *instant march 
engineer George *instead Mario 
enjoy gift introduce meadow 
enter giggle invite meal 
evening giraffe jacket *meaning 
*ewe *glance jam *mec:tsured 
*except glass * j e rk message 
*explain golden jingle mice 
fair *goodness *join *mile 
*fancy *gnaw *joy mind 
*farther grab Judy *mine 
*fasten growl juicy mirror 
*fastened *grove kick *mistake 
fawn grown-up king moon 
feel guest knee moment 
*fellow *grumble lad Monday 
*felt gun Lady motor 
*fierce halfway ladder mountain 
fifth Hall laid mud 
fight hang *land mystery 
*lead nail 
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nap pop scamper speak 
naughty porch scatter spend 
*neither *pound scold spoil 
nibble pour sea *spoke 
Nick practice seat spraying 
nine prance secret spread 
*nobody pretend sent sprinkle 
*north princess servant stare 
*notice prize *serve steal 
number *probably set steep 
*obey promise *several Steve 
officer props shade *stir 
*often pumpers *shadow stone 
*oho purple shake storm 
orange puzzle sharp stove 
orchard queen shell stream 
*ought race shiny strip 
owl raccoon *shone stripe 
package rag shop stuck 
packed *raise shore suit 
Paddle *rang shoulder Sunday 
Paddy ranger sky *suppose 
page *replied *sight swam 
pail return *signal sweet 
palace reward silk swift 
pass ribbon silver tame 
passenger rich *single tanks 
pasture Rick *size tar 
paw *rid slap taught 
peanut ring slip tear 
pear ripe smash teeth 
peek roast smiled ten 
*piece Robert smoke *tender 
Piggott's rock *smooth tent . 
pigs rode *snatch *they'll 
pi llow row sneeze *thick 
*plan *rush Sojo thirsty 
plate safe *sold *thousand 
playmate sail solve threw 
point salt somebody throne 
poke sandwich son throw 
polite Santa song thunder 
Polly Sarah *sort Thursday 
pool satin *spark ticket 
*tick-tack 
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tiger *trim *unless wicked 
*tight trouble useful win 
tin *true *useless wink 
Tippy trunk vacation wires 
toe Tuesday velvet witch 
tongue twenty wall woke 
Tony twice wasp won't 
toot twin wear *wore 
tower twinkle welcome world 
tracks twist *we'll *worry 
*trade *uncover whale *worse 
travel *underneath wheel *worth 
treasure understand whistle *wrong 
treat unhappy *whoa yawn 
yet 
Materials 
In order to complete this study, it was necessary to 
1./ 
utilize Gray's, et al. Think and Do Book, levels 31 and 
32 , which accompanied The New Streets and Roads, and The New 
More Streets and Roads. 
To enable the children in the experimental group to 
correct their own workbooks, correction sheets were construct-
ed and duplicated. They were mounted on construction paper to 
facilitate handling. 
On the following page is a sample of an answer sheet. 
The complete set is found in the Appendix. 
~/Gray, et al., op. cit., p. 1: 
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SAMPLE OF AN ANSWER SHEET 
New Streets and Roads 
Page 1 answers: 
big wide sidewalks 
a newspaper stand 
men cleaning the streets 
tall buildings 
a large bakery 
a policeman in front of a bank 
a street sign on each corner 
a great big grocery store 
a park with slides 
streetcars going fast 
a big red barn 
a yard full of geese 
a field of pumpkin vines 
a boy weeding a garden 
a farmer cutting wheat 
horses in a field 
a boy feeding chickens 
a man milking a cow 
a calf in a barnyard 
a man putting geese in a truck 
cows eating grass 
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Grouping 
Since there were three different reading levels in each 
of the classes, each group began work for the study at what-
ever point it had reached in the workbook. The 93 children 
in the four control sections worked within their ability 
according to their normal procedure, which was to: 
1. Read the story in the basal reader 
2. Do the appropriate workbook pages, each child working 
in his own workbook 
3. These workbook pages were teacher directed and teacher 
corrected. 
The 93 children in the four experimental classes worked 
together in pairs within their ability levels. They did not 
always work with the same partner. When pairing the experi-
mental groups, the criteria considered were ability, level, 
and personality. The level of each child was determined by 
his score on Form A of the Detroit Reading Test. Personality 
was based on observation of the compatibility of the partners. 
The children were most frequently teamed in pairs; however, 
when there was an odd number of children in a group, the team 
number was increased from two members to three. 
The procedure which was followed by the teachers of the 
experimental classes was to have: 
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1. The story read 
2. The children working together in pairs in the work-
books; reading, discussing and deciding upon their 
joint answer 
3. Each child writing the answer decided upon in his own 
workbook 
4. The children working together, correcting their work-
books, using answer sheets made available to each 
pair. 
Evaluation 
The sel ection of a test was an important factor. The 
Detroit Reading Test: Test II, Forms A and B, was chosen for 
the following reasons: 
1. Ease of administration 
2. Ease of scoring 
3. Short time required for administration (seven 
minutes) 
4. The norms paralleled the northern, suburban com-
munities of the testees. 
The tests consisted of short paragraphs, with two 
questions relating t~ ;the paragraph. One question was an in-
ference question, and one was recall of a specific word. 
There were 24 items in all. The tests were not re-usable, 
but the paper was of good quality, the print was a good 
size--neat and non-confusing in appearance. 
In order to maintain uniformity in administration and 
scoring, all tests were administered and corrected by the 
teachers who were responsible for the study. 
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The children participating in the study were tested at 
the completion of the program with the Detroit Reading .Test: 
Test II, form B. These tests were administered and corrected 
by the classroom teachers. 
The test scores were analyzed and the results are pre-
sented in the next chapter. 
An individual inventory at the conclusion of the study, 
including only the words presented during the six weeks, was 
administered. The number of words ranged from 84 for the 
children in Group III, to 162 words for the children in 
Group I. 
To provide uniformity in testing, these rules were de-
cided upon: 
1. To keep the interest of each child at a high level, 
it was determined to have a maximum of 20 words on 
a page. These list s were compiled by the authors for 
the experimental and control groups, within their re-
spective buildings. A sample list may be found in 
the Appendix. 
2. The word lists were mounted on oak tag, which each 
child he l d as he read the words. 
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3. A master list was prepared for each child. As he 
read each list of 20 words, the teacher recorded the 
correct and incorrect responses. 
4. To insure a check on all words, every word on the 
teacher's master list was marked with either a 
positive (+ ) sign or a negative sign (-) for each 
child. 
5. It was agreed by the examiners that only the exact 
pronunciation of a word was acceptable because these 
words had been taught and it was assumed that they 
had been learned. Therefore, a good phonetic attack 
was not accepted in lieu of the correct pronunciation. 
6. The child was told the word if he hesitated beyond 
his normal rate of oral response. 
7. When a word was missed, the examiner corrected the 
pupil immediately to provide for a learning ex-
perience. 
8. If a child corrected his own error immediately it was 
accepted as a correct word. 
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9. The number of words tested at one session varied 
according to the att~ntion and endurance of individu-
al pupils. 
10. The reading of the lists was performed as time per-
mitted throughout the day, taking children as they 
were available. In this way there was no opportunity 
for memorizing what another child had said. 
11. To insure uniformity in administration and scoring, 
both control and experimental groups were tested by 
the teachers conducting the study. 
The tabulation and results are presented in the follow-
ing chapter. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to discover the effect of 
children doing the reading workbooks in pairs on: 
1. Their scores on standard reading tests 
2. Their scores on an inventory of vocabulary practiced 
in the workbooks 
3. The ma stery of colorful and abstract words. 
Table 3 shows the comparison of mean chronological ages 
in months for the children in the experimental and control 
groups. 
Table 3. Comparison of Mean Chronological Ages 
Group Number Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S.E.diff • C.R 
(1} 
.(21 (3) (4) 151 ' (6_1 (7) . (8) 
. 
Experimental 93 100.71 5.88 .61 
.51 .83 .67 
Control 93 101 .22 5.34 .56 ' 
The mean chronological age for the experimental group was 
100.71 months compared with 101.22 months for the control 
-40-
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group . The critical ratio of . 67 shows this difference was 
not statistically significant. It favored the control group . 
Table 4 shows the comparison of mean Intelligence 
Quotients for the experimental and control groups . 
Table 4. Comparison of Mean Intelligence Quotients 
Group ~umber Mean S . D. S . E . m Diff . m S . E . diff. C.R. 
(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) _(6) (7) (8 } 
Ex perimental 89 106 . 69 12 . 96 1 .38 
. 32 1 . 66 . 19 
Control 72 107.01 13 . 68 1.41 
The mean intelligence score for the experimental group was 
106 . 69 compared with 107 . 01 for the control group . The 
critical ratio of . 19 shows this difference was not statisti-
cally significant. It favored the control group . 
Table 5 shows the distribution of scores for the ex-
perimental and control groups on the initial Detroit Reading 
Test. 
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Table 5. Distribution of Initial Reading Scores 
Interval Experimental Control 
(1) (2) (3) 
22-24 .••.•.•••.•..•......... 26 20 
19-21 ........•.•...•...•.... 14 19 
16-18 ..................•.•.. 15 14 
13-15 ..••.•...••..••.••....• 14 6 
10-12 ....................... 9 21 
7-9 . ..••.••••••..••.•••..•. 9 5 
4-6 .•...••......•. ..•.•.•.• 6 8 
Total . ................... 93 93 
Mean ••••••••••••••••••••• 16.45 15.85 
S.D • .•••••..•.....••..... 5.73 5.79 
The scores ranged from four to 24 for both groups. The 
mean for the experimental group was 16.45 and for the control, 
15.85 
Table 6 shows the comparison of mean scores for the ex-
perimental and control groups on the Detroit Reading Test, 
Form A, at the beginning of the study. 
Table 6. Comparison of Mean Scores on Initial Reading Test 
Groups Number Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S.E.diff. C.R. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (-5) (6) (7) (8) 
Experimental 93 16.45 5.73 .60 
-
.60 .94 .64 
Control 93 15 .85 5.79 .60 
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The mean score for the expe rimental group was 16.45 
compared with 15.85 for the control group. The critical ratio 
of .64 shows this difference is not statistically significant. 
It favors the experimental group. 
Table 7 shows the frequencies of the experimental and 
control groups on the final Detroit Reading Test. 
Table 7. Frequency Distribution on Final Reading Test 
Interval - Experimental Control 
_{lJ {2) {3) 
22-24 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 36 41 
19-21 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 19 22 
16-18 ......... •.•••••••••••• 17 12 
13-15 ••••••••••••••••••••••• . 12 8 
10-12 ••••••••••••••••••••••. 7 4 
7-9 . ..............••..•.•.• 2 3 
4-6 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 3 
Total .................... 93 93 
Mean ••••••••••••••••••••• 18.90 19 .19 
S .D ••••••••••••••••••••. • 3 .96 4.53 
The scores in the experimental group ranged from nine to 
24 and the control group from five to 24. 
Table 8 shows the comparison of mean scores for the ex-
perimental and control groups on the final Detroit Reading 
Test. 
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Table 8. Comparison of Mean Scores on Final Reading Test 
Group Number Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S.E.diff. C.R. 
(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (71 (8J 
Experimental 93 18.90 3.96 .41 
.29 .87 .33 
Control 93 19.19 4.53 . 47 
The mean score for the experimental group was 18.90 
compared with 19.19 for the control. The critical ratio of 
.33 shows this difference is not statistically significant. 
It favors the control group. 
Table 9 shows the distribution of scores for the experi-
mental group on the initial and final Detroit Reading Test. 
Table 9. Frequency Distribution on Initial and Final Reading 
Tests--Experimental Group 
Interval Initial Final 
22-24 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 26 36 
19-21 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 14 19 
16-18 ....................... 15 17 
13-15 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 14 12 
10-12 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 9 7 
7-9 . ....................... 9 2 
4-6 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 6 0 
Total •••••••••••••••••••• 93 93 
Mean ..••••••••••••••••••• 16.45 18.90 
S.D •••••••••••••••••••••• 5.73 3.96 
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The scores on the initial test ranged from five to 24, 
and on the final, from nine to 24. On the initial test, 15 
children had scores of nine or less; on the final test only 
two children had these scores. 
Table 10 shows the comparison of the mean scores of 
the experimental group on the initial and final Detroit Read-
ing Tests. 
Table 10. Comparison of Mean Scores for Experimental Group 
Tests Number Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S.E.diff. C.R. 
(1) . (2) _(_3) 14_} .(5) (6) (7} (8) 
Initial 93 16.45 5 . 73 .60 
2.45 .73 3.38 
Final 93 18.90 3.96 .41 
The mean score on the initial test was 16 .45 compared 
with 18 .90 for the final test. The critical ratio of 3.38 
shows this difference was statistically significant at the 
.01 level. 
Table 11 shows the distribution of scores for the control 
group on the initial and final Detroit Reading Test. 
' 
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Table 11·. Frequency Distribution on Initial and Final Reading 
Tests--Control Group 
Interval Initial Final 
(1) (2) (3) 
22-24 •••••.•••••••••••••••.• 20 41 
19-21 .•.........•....•...... 19 22 
16-18 . ...................... 14 12 
13-15 .•••....•.••••..•••.•.• 6 8 
10-12 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 21 4 
7-9 . .....................•• 5 3 
4-6 ..•.••.•.••••..••.••.... 8 3 
Total .••••••••••••••••••• 93 93 
Mean ••••••••••••••••••••• 15.85 19.19 
S.D •• •••••• • ••••••••••••• 5.79 4.53 
The scores on the initial test ranged from four to 24 
and on the final, from five to 24. On the initial test, 13 
children had scores of nine or less; on the final test, six · 
children had these scores. 
Table 12 shows the comparison of the mean scores on the 
initial and final Detroit Reading Tests, for the control group. 
Table 12 . Comparison of Mean Scores for Control Group 
Tests Number Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S.E.diff. c.R. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
-
Initial 93 15.85 5.79 .60 
3.34 .77 4.38 
Final 93 19 . 19 4.53 .47 
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The mean score on the initial test was 15.85 compared 
with 19.19 for the final test. The critical ratio of 4.38 
shows this difference was statistically significant at the 
.01 level. 
Table 13 shows the comparison of gains for both groups, 
experimental and control, on the D~troit Reading Test. 
Table 13. Comparison of Gains on the Detroit Reading Test 
Groups Gains S.E.m Diff.gains S.E.diff. C.R. 
(1 ') (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Experimental 2.45 .60 
.89 .94 .94 
Control 3.34 .60 
• 
The mean gain for the experimental group was 2.45 com-
pared with 3.34 for the control group. The critical ratio 
of .94 shows this difference was not statistically significant. 
It favored the control group. 
The individual inventory of vocabulary was analyzed to 
compare the word mastery of both groups. In order to compare 
scores, it was necessary to transpose the raw scores into 
per cents, because the number of words covered differed 
according to different ability levels . 
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Table 14 shows the comparison of mean per cents on the 
total vocabulary inventory for the experimental and control 
groups. 
Table 14. Comparison of Mean Per Cents on Vocabulary Inventory 
Groups Number Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S.E •diff. C.R. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6} (7) (8] 
Experimental 93 92.86 8.50 .89 
5.86 1.72 3.41 
Control 93 86.90 14.25 1.48 
The mean per cent of vocabulary mastered by the experi-
mental group was 92.86 compared with 86.90 for the control 
group . The critical ratio of 3.41 shows this difference is 
statistically significant at the .01 level, favoring the ex-
perimental group. 
The vocabulary from the individual inventory was ana-
lyzed to compare mastery of colorful and abstract words for 
both groups. 
Table 15 shows the distribution of per cents for the 
experimental group on the mastery of colorful and abstract 
words. 
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Table 15. Distribution of Per Cents on Colorful and Abstract 
Words--Experimental Group 
Interval Colorful Abstract 
(1) (2) (3) 
94-100 ••••••••••••••••••••• 76 66 
87-93 ••••••••••••••••••.••• 9 8 
80-86 ...................... 5 8 
73-79 •••••••••••••••••••••• 3 3 
66-7 2 ••••.••••••.•.•..••..• 0 4 
59-65 ..•••••••••••••••••••• 0 2 
52-SB •••••••••••••••••••••• 0 1 
45-51 •••••••••••••••••••••• 0 1 
Total ••••••••••••••••••• 93 93 
The per cents ranged from 73 to 100 per cent for the 
colorful words, and from 45 to 100 per cent for the abstract 
words. Only two children had per cents under 59. 
Table 16 shows the comparison of mean per cents for the 
experimental group's vocabulary. 
Table 16. Comparison of Mean Per Cents on Experimental Group 
Voc~bulary 
Vocabulary Number Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S.E•diff. C.R. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) i6l 17) (8) 
Colorful 93 94.14 5.60 .58 
2.56 1.24 2.07 
Abstract 93 91.58 10.50 1.09 
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The mean per cent for the colorful words was 94.14 
compared with 91.58 for the abstract. The critical ratio of 
2.07 shows the difference is statistically significant at the 
.05 level. It favors the colorful words. 
Table 17 shows the distribution of per cents for the 
control group on mastery of . colorful and abstract words. 
Table 17. Distribution of Per Cents on Colorful ana Abstract 
Words--Control Group 
Interval Colorful Abstract 
(1) .(2) (3) 
90-100 ••••••••••••••••••.••• 67 46 
79-89 ••••••••••••••••••••••. 14 27 
68-7 8 . ..................•.•• 8 11 
57-67 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 5 
46-56 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 1 
35-45 ....................... 1 1 
24-34 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 1 
13-23 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 0 
2-12 . ...................... 1 1 
Total •••••••••••••••••••• 93 93 
The per cents ranged from three to 100 per cent for 
both. Thirteen children had scores of 67 or less, with two 
at the three per cent level. 
Table 18 shows the comparison of mean per cents for the 
control group's vocabulary. 
Table 18. Comparison of Mean Per Cents on Control Group 
Vocabulary 
Vocabulary Number Mean S . D. S.E . m Diff.m S.E.diff. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Colorful 93 88.96 13 . 42 1.39 
4.13 2.14 
Abstract 93 84.83 15 . 07 1.57 
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C.R. 
_(B) 
1.93 
The mean per cent for the colorful words was 88 . 96 compared 
with 84.83 for the abstract. The critical ratio of 1 . 93 shows 
the difference is statistic ally significant at the . 05 level. 
It favors the colorful words . 
Table 19 shows the comparison of mean per cents on color-
ful words for both groups . 
Table 19 . Comparison of Mean Per Cents on Colorful Words 
Groups Number Mean 
(1) (2) (3) 
Experimental 93 94 . 14 
Control 93 88 . 96 
S .-D. S . E . m 
(4) (5) 
5 . 60 .58 
13 . 4 2 1 . 39 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
EDUCATION LIBRA~Y 
Diff . m S . E •diff . 
(6) (7) 
5 . 18 1 . 50 
C.R . 
(8) 
3.45 
The mean per cent of the experimental group was 94 . 14, 
compared with 88.96 for the control. The critical ratio of 
3 . 45 shows the difference is statistically significant at 
the . 01 level. It favors the experimental group . 
Table 20 shows the comparison of mean per cents on 
abstract words for both groups . 
Table 20. Comparison of Mean Per Cents on Abstract Words 
Groups Number Mean S . D. S . E.m Diff . m S . E . diff . 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Experimental 93 91 . 58 10 . 50 1.09 
6 . 75 1 . 91 
Control 93 84.83 15 . 07 1.57 
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C.R . 
(8) 
3 . 53 
The mean per cent for the experimental group was 91 . 58 , 
compared with 84 . 83 for the control group . The critical ratio 
of 3 . 53 shows the difference is statistically significant at 
the . 01 level . It favors the experimental group. 
Conclusions based on the data may be found in the 
following chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was an attempt to measure the 
influence of paired practice on the acquisition of the read-
ing vocabulary of children in the third grade, and to dis-
cover if there is a variation in the retention of abstract 
and colorful words. 
One hundred eighty-six children in eight third grade 
classrooms were included, 93 in each of the experimental and 
control groups. 
A six week program was conducted. The children worked 
in pairs as they accomplished the workbook tasks which 
accompanied the basal readers being taught in the communities . 
Reading achievement was measured before and after the study, 
using two forms of the Detroit Reading Test. An individual 
inventory of vocabulary taught to each class during the six 
weeks was administered to the total population. Intelligence 
scores were taken from the school records. 
The following conclusions may be drawn: 
1. Children doing the workbook exercises in pairs learned 
-53-
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more words than children working alone. 
a. The mean per cent of vocabulary in the workbooks, 
mastered for the experimental group, was 92.86 
compared with 86.90 for the control group. The 
critical ratio of 3.41 showed this difference 
to be statistically significant at the one per 
cent level. 
2. There were no significant differences between the 
groups on the Detroit Reading Test. The slight 
differences favor the control group. 
a. The mean score for the control group on the 
initial test was 15.85, compared with 16.45 for 
the experimental group. The critical ratio of 
.64 showed this difference was not statistically 
significant. 
b. The mean score for the control group on the final 
test was 19.19, compared with 18.90 ·for the ex-
perimental group. The critical ratio of .33 
showed this difference was not statistically sig-
nificant. 
c. The mean gain for the control group was 3.34, com-
pared with 2.45 for the experimental group. The 
critical ratio of .94 showed this difference was 
not statistically significant. 
3. More colorful than abstract words were learned by 
both groups. 
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a. The mean number of colorful words for the control 
group was 88.96, compared with 84.83 for the 
abstract words. The critical ratio of 1.93 showed 
this difference was statistically significant at 
the .05 level. 
b. The mean number of colorful words for the experi-
mental group was 94 . 14, compared with 91.58 for the 
abstract group. The critical ratio of 2.07 showed 
this difference to be significant at the five per 
cent level. 
c. The mean number of abstract words for the control 
group was 84.83, compared with 91.58 for the ex-
perimental group. The critical ratio of 3.53 
showed this difference was statistically significant 
at the one per cent level. 
d. The mean number of colorful words for the control 
group was 88.96, compared with 94.14 for the ex-
perimental group. The critical ratio of 3.45 
showed this difference to be statistically signifi-
cant at the one per cent level. 
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APPENDIX A 
ANSWER SHEE'l'S USED BY CHILDREN WORKING IN PAIRS 
66 
ANSWER SHEETS FROM NEW STREETS AND ROADS 
Page 1 
big wiqe side~alks 
a newspaper stand 
men cleaning the streets 
tal l buildings 
a large bakery 
a policeman in front of a 
bank 
a street sign on each corner 
a great big grocery store 
a park with slides 
streetcars going fast 
Page 2 
footsteps coming 
up the sta irway behind 
him. John was scared 
began to go faster 
Page 3 
9 (bottle) 10 (a rrow) 
1 (tree) 11 (sh oe) 
8 (airplane 4 (bush) 
2 (pig) 14 (chair) 
7 (clock) 13 (corn) 
3 (cow) 5 (fire) 
6 (book 12 (needle) 
a big red barn 
a yard fu ll of geese 
a fie l d of pumpkin vines 
a boy weeding a garden 
a f a rmer cutting wheat 
horses in a field 
a boy feeding chickens 
a man mi lking a cow 
a calf in a barnyard 
a man putting geese in a truck 
cows eat ing grass 
wet spots all over her 
pretty party dress. 
she went home 
to put on another dress. 
Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 4 
Page 5 
spr~ 
c_g_p 
c~rt 
ink 
ring 
toad 
Page 6 
Tommy 
John 
ch&_n horn knot 
f_£rk mice 1~ 
belt snail st_£ve 
soap knif~ tr~ 
grapes p.!,pe fan 
c~rds shell plat~ 
Susan 
Mr. Hall or 
Father 
67 
7 
Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 7 
happy afraid 
sorry proud 
silly angry 
Page 8 rack skirt 
I;!unch 
crown 
S(200l block 
swing seal 
smoke 
cork 
slate CUI;! 
lace 
chest COOE;! 
Page 9 up hard 
right off 
fact hot 
short go 
warm small 
push shut 
dark quiet 
sad summer 
soft bad 
forget short 
68 
trunk 
ship 
ring 
dart 
sink 
69 
Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 10 
-------------------------
Page 10 answers: 
a schoolhouse 
a woman putting out clothes 
hundreds of bees near beehives 
a girl playing with a doll 
a tree full of apples 
Page 11 
a hard boiled egg 
a honey sandwich 
ice cream 
a fence with a gate in it 
a car at a filling station 
a dozen flowers by the road 
a sailboat on a pond 
a cornfield 
a cookie with white icing 
an apple-butter sandwich 
Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 12 
- .. 
vp 
put 
vse ' 
70 
Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 13 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Mrs. White answered the l etter----
Page 14 
Don 
Mrs. Burns 
Page 15 
safe _1_ 
flap _1_ 
picnic _2_ 
letter from Maple Grove Village ---
Tim's mother and father took Tim---
The man at the station ---
Mrs. White read the letter ---
Jim got things ready ---
pound 1 
fancy _2_ 
peep _1_ 
Mr. Burns 
Betty Jane 
chimney _2_ 
fifth _1_ 
plenty _L 
sandwich __ 2_ Friday _2_ fox 
oak 
_1_ 
__ 1_ 
sting __ 1_ 
magic _2_ 
sail _L 
silly _L 
Patty _2_ 
please _1_ 
wake __ 1_ lazy _2_ 
kitty __ 2_ true __ 1_ ugly _L 
71 
72 
Answer Sheets {continued) 
Page 16 
2 3 
3 1 
1 2 
1 2 
3 1 
2 3 
3 1 
2 2 
1 3 
2 3 
1 2 
3 1 
3 1 
1 3 
2 2 
2 3 
3 f 
1 
1 2 
2 1 
3 3 
Page 17 
apron 2 wagon 2 away _1_ 
alone _1_ ahead _1_ awful 2 
second 2 police _1_ listen 2 
machine 
_1_ station _L gallop 2 
suppose 
_1_ ago _1_ afraid 1 
nickel 
_2_ across 1 engine _2_ 
73 
Answer Sheets (continued} 
Page 18 
11 clowns try to make us laugh 
All clowns have painted faces 
All clowns wear gueer clothes 
All clowns are strange looking 
Page 19 
2 1 
1 2 
2 1 
2 1 
1 1 
Page 20 
Through threw by buy 
rose rows blew blue 
rode road Here hear 
eight ate would wood 
knew new to two 
hour our No know 
right write for four 
close clothes whole hole 
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Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 21 
___!:!_ my self _§_ pig pen 
.....&... la zy 
_..§__bug gy 
....L lad der _b._ Fri day 
_.&_ ti ny ___!:!_ sta tion 
__§._ fan cy 
__.§._ sil ver _§_ sis ter s min ute 
_§_ yel low ___!:!_ ta ble __§_ Bob by 
_.&_ fi nal _§_ hun dred 
__§._ chat ter 
_§_ bas ket _§_chimney 
_b._ pa per 
_.&_ Da vid .....lL gro cer __§_ tick et 
Page 22 
_______ got up early __ __ 
__ _____ did not get dressed. 
She hurried downstairs 
·----
____ just sat and thought 
-------------' I'M going to 
stay at the Fair all day ____ _ 
II 
put on the clothes that he had 
been wearing the day before ____ 
"I should have dressed 
sooner. " 
I am going to take my lunch 
lt i t 11 
--------------------------just take some butter out of 
the icebox so that it will begin 
to get soft. Then I'll be able 
to begin making sandwiches 
right after breakfast. 
• I'll 
----------------------------have to go without breakfast ... 
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Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 23 
Pillow Signal 
Princess insect 
Panda sandal 
~et skillet 
lettuce .s:A£tus 
elbow cobweb 
lasso chipmunk 
lantern collar 
' 
Page 24 
Placed fixed 
fell 
splashed 
believe 
wished 
fine near 
shouted 
fastened 
tied 
.9!!Y happy 
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Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 25 
'c A L F 
R 
~R 0 0 3s T' E .... ~0 u ~ k 
w H A 1645 0 
.. " £ 
,. a e , I & 
E a A 0 
- -
p I" I T T E t4 T y 
Page 26 
E.Qfa motor 
slipper magnet 
soda !!@!tress 
lady spider 
label scissors 
]&g_gings shutters 
mitten banjo 
.,!!!YSic bacon 
minnow banner 
Answer Sheets (continued) 
I&le27 
5 · 
1 1 
4 2 
4 4 
3 
Page 28 
The Elevator that stuck 
A Long Wait 
Between Floors 
Page 29. 
gifts underneath a tree 
branches of holly 
singing "Jingle Bells " 
Keeping secrets 
Waiting for Santa Claus 
Stringing lights on trees 
bags of fruit, nuts, and 
candy 
coloring eggs 
eating chocolate bunnies 
wearing new clothes 
looking at spring f l owers 
putting colored eggs in a 
basket 
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A Joke on Mr. Gray 
cutting faces in pumpkins 
dressing up in funny clothes 
ringing door bells 
wearing funny faces 
black cats 
animals parading in a ring 
crowds of peopl e clapping 
fancy horseback riding 
buying tickets 
trained lion act 
bunches of bal loons 
clowns doing tricks 
Page 29 continued on next page 
Answer Sheets {continued) 
Page 29 {continued) 
traveling to grandmother's 
good smells in the kitchen 
giving Thanks 
a table loaded with food 
Pumpkin pies baking 
Page 30 
2 The children decide 
being surprised 
having a party 
78 
gifts tied with pretty ribbons 
eating cake and ice cream 
3 Xhey sing for ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---
4 children tell 
5 boys and girls -- - --
Page 31 
~saw beacon 
daisy tailor 
,2sel peanut 
wiggle waddle able puzzle circle 
eagle ..9£5!dle 
candle rattle 
ladle thimble 
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Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 32 
unbuttoned uneven 
unable 
uneleasant ~ sure 
uncrowded 
unfriendl;t: welcome lucky 
uncertain unsaid 
.ill;:, smiling 
Page 33 
'N I~F R I 5 k y 
A 0 f'E 
u u ftp A I l 
s-G I R R F F E E 
H A .P 
T IT R u N I< H 
y u A 
T N 
rs N A T c H 
Page 34 
Part I hats and balloons 
Part II a tin can, two tin pails, and a tin shQvel 
Part III her own hat 
Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 35 
_1_ after 
_2_ able 
_1_ ladder 
-L. awful 
--L pasture 
_L David 
_1_ Santa 
_i_ farther 
_L ,cabbage 
_2_ ..PS_per 
_1_ happen 
Page 36 
The cat caught the fish 
and ate it. 
It rained. 
The elephant sprayed water 
on the monkey 
Page 37 
3 2 
1 1 
3 2 
2 3 
1 1 
3 3 
2 1 
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1 Nancy 
-L. ,Uways 
_1_ ~le 
__!_ basket 
__L maybe 
__!_ hammer 
_3_ almost 
_L table 
--L .hs.EPY 
....L party 
_L .!!@iter 
_L fancy 
2 lazy 
_L maple 
_1_ rabbit 
_1_ Patty 
4 garden 
__L baby 
_ 1_ candy _1 _ fasten 
1 chatter 
__L station 
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Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 38 e h m 0 s w y 
already eight idea breath fifth Jacket cage gift kitchen dozen hoe lost 
march quiet uncle 
nine rid vine 
ought shake wasp porch toot yawn 
Page 39 
forest quitting 
limb drumming 
still sound 
friendly wish 
awful different 
hunted home 
Page 40 
2 1 
l 2 
z 2 
2 1 
1 2 
2 2 
2 1 
1 2 
2 2 
1 2 
Answer Sheets (continued} 
Page 41 
a bluejay's feathers 
a satin dress 
a looking glass 
ice on a pond 
a painted floor 
wet paint 
a pot of honey 
mud in the bottom of a pond 
a sandwich too full of jam 
chocolate candy on a warm day 
a tin pail 
stars in the sky 
a pony's coat 
a pie pan 
clean teeth 
wet grass in the morning 
a good feather 
a dry leaf 
the wings of a fairy 
a balloon on a string 
a straw 
Page 42 
croaked 
scolded 
grumbled 
complained 
yawned 
82 
the teeth of a rake 
the end of an umbrella 
a troll's nose 
the roof of a building 
the end of a pin 
a new dime 
runners on a sled 
a fish 
snowy fields 
a cake of ice 
a pancake 
·the seat of a chair 
the top of a desk 
the head of a nail 
a bus ticket 
a newspaper 
a handkerchief 
a pile of feathers 
a snow bank 
warm butter 
a rubber doll 
cried 
squeaked 
shouted 
whispered 
begged 
Answer Sheets 
Page 43 
er 
Tues 
lone 
kitch 
bot 
tween 
mo 
vite 
sprin 
pose 
Page 44 
3 
2 
4 
2 
4 
6 
2,5 
(continued) 
hol 
plain 
~ 
fos 
iol 
have 
lis 
rob 
EJ:ll?. 
haps 
Son 
din 
1 
1,4 
4,5,6 
night 
.2.. 
rib 
be a 
far 
cir 
come 
gob 
~ 
.Q!! 
birth 
puz 
2 
3 
2,5 
2 
83 
twen 
.9.2.. 
East 
.illl 
jin 
wel 
gainst 
les 
fid 
fol 
por 
hun 
84 
Answer Sheets {continued) 
Page 45 
count 
circle love 
pass fruit 
wrong secret 
set hit 
hid luck 
twist race 
bush child 
prance tight 
mud win 
speak jingle 
fool march 
smooth bow 
pour certain 
smoke fierce 
flame sweet 
dry hate 
hunt true 
owl bunch 
Page 46 
Page 47 
bear frog 
hand young 
vine duck 
robin flat 
buggies tree 
bees horn 
glass orange 
small wren 
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Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 48 
No Yes 
Yes Yes 
No Yes 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 
No Yes 
Yes Yes 
No Yes 
Yes No 
Page 49 
The wren thought tha ' t was evening and milking time. 
The kitten thought that was morning and time to get up. 
The could fly through the g l ass. 
The dog thought that could see through the glass. 
Page 50 
because if 
and because 
but because 
and so 
so so 
since and 
because and 
Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 51 
klly 
cedar 
cement 
elbows 
pencil 
Page 52 
in a forest 
stirring 
in the sunlight 
play clothes 
quickly 
move 
Table 53 
I've 
He'd 
you'll 
they're 
he'd 
He'd 
beetle 
dessert 
derby 
kettle 
cornet 
I've 
He's 
He's 
We'll 
who's 
I ' m 
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Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 54 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
Yes Yes 
Page 55 
growl sneeze gobble 
croak moo cluck buzz 
penny nickel 
bill 
yellow 
purpose green 
deer 
woodpecker 
dime 
orange 
blue 
wolf goose 
hen 
prance gallop wiggle 
hop trot dance skip 
supper 
breakfast 
tongue eyes 
chin nose 
lunch 
dinner 
mouth 
teeth 
8 7 
doll buggy blocks jump rope 
jacks puzzle 
Summer Thanksgiving 
Easter Halloween 
crackers porridge potatoes 
berries 
cup jacket 
shoe apron 
nest cabin barn 
cove tent 
potato grass holly 
Friday 
Monday 
Zeke Dan 
Benny 
lily rose 
Tuesday 
Ellen 
Bobby Lily 
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Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 56 
white as snow . The burned roast wa~ -as 
The cake frosting was -~ ./"as 
To the.little boy the slide looke~as 
The th~ck grass was-- · as 
steep as a mountain. 
soft as fur. 
black as tar. 
A fox hid behind a log and kept blue as the sky. 
The inside of the choc~,o~l:a~t~e~~~~~~~:s the tick of a watch . 
His voice was as soft- still as a mouse. 
The baby's eyes wer as soft as butter. 
The ice on the pond was ::=:=. ~as 
The boy grew ------- as 
fast as a weed. 
smooth as glass . 
round as the moon. 
quick as a wink. 
Lady scampered off-
The ·dinner plates were-
In her yellow dress , Judy looked 
Santa Claus had a nose that 
s hard as a board. 
red as fire . 
The water tasted pretty as a picture. 
salty as tears. 
The 
The 
The 
The 
points on the holly leaves were---. as sharp as pins . 
cross as a bear. 
shiny as a looking 
hard as stone. 
pool was ._.,. as 
dried earth was- ::;;:::---~as 
wicked old troll was > as 
Page 57 
2 scattered 
_1_ laid out 
_1_ 
_2 _ 
_ 2_ corn ground into fine bits 
__ 1_ breakfast, lunch, or dinner 
am able to 
thing made of tin 
_2_ sign 
_1_ see 
glass. 
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Answer Sheets (continued} 
Page 58 
raccoon crow 
clam puppy 
bear squirrel 
doe fawn 
Page 59 
__ 2_ Diving Lessons 
_i_ A race 
__ 1_ Off on a Vacation 
__ 6_ A Joke on Bill 
__ 3_ The Sleeping Frog 
__ 5_ The Frightened Frog 
Page 60 
G 14 J s E K 0 v B 
!I .Q. i y z ~ .£. k .1!. h 
1. also 10. juice ta. rang 
2. breath 11 . kitty 19. size 
3. croak 12 . laid 20. tongue 
4. drove 13 . mile 21. uncover 
5. enemy 14. nail 22. vine 
6. flour 15. ought 23. worse 
7. grown 16. prize 24. X-ray 
8. hitch 17. queer 25. yet 
9. instead 26. Zeke 
Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 61 
storm 
sharp 
quick 
dance 
loose 
steep 
thick 
near 
free 
Page 62 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
Page 63 
mischievous 
scared 
good 
stormy 
sharpen 
quickly 
dancer 
loosely 
steepest 
thickly 
nearer 
freely 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
polite 
brave 
§.1y 
wild wildly 
strong stronger 
frost frosty 
washed unwashed 
careful carefully 
easy easily 
covered uncovered 
straight straightened 
true truly 
hopeful 
kind 
friend 
unbelieving 
mean 
enemy 
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Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 64 
__ 2_ bring food to 
_ 1_ work 
_ 2_ gave back 
__ 1_ went back 
Page 65 
_1 _ 
_2 _ 
_1 _ 
__ 2 _ 
thing of great worth 
care for 
move quietly 
take wrongly 
91 
The elf's treasure was a huge pot of golden coins. 
Tom wanted to find the coins and become rich. 
One afternoon Tom heard a tiny tapping sound . -
Slowly he crept forward on his hands and knees. 
The busy elf did not even glance at Tom . 
He pounded tacks int o the heel and toe of a shoe. 
The elf began to throw dust to make Tom sneeze. 
In a second the elf h a d disappeared and the place 
was empty. 
The sly elf fooled Tom twice but he kept 
his promise. 
Page 66 
It taught him always to be kind. 
It taught him that even a little mouse 
may be useful. 
Page 67 
£ During the race the fish swam and the crow flew. 
A crow and a fish talked about who could go faster . 
Then the turtle told them to change places. 
A turtle heard them and told them a way to decide. 
' 
Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 68 
round 
juicy 
white 
noisy 
cold 
young 
flat 
noisy, sudden 
hard 
sweet 
four-legged 
soft 
yellow 
pointed 
wet 
Page 69 
J 
lnt I fa qT 0 
E £ H 
''L A D • A 
v 0 
E' • y_ l]f' A 
-
1 -~· 
p s-c 
• 
• ~0 w 
.. 
T s 
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A ,., T w. .. E '::T 0 y 
A ~ A A 
., L LW~ ~ T rlt. u b 
II A I il 
c R .. R 
E D G k I~ T 
Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 70 
joyful 
earlier 
knocking 
locked 
b l acken 
mistaken 
uncovered 
unnoticed 
Page 71 
brave 
col d 
playful 
unclean 
unwise 
icy 
tricky 
smoothly 
gaily 
largest 
hungry 
Page 72 
tulips 
turkey 
shampoo 
ho~ 
poodle 
Page 73 
the waves 
glad 
frightened 
sadder and wiser 
slipper 
bottle 
fountain 
ruffle 
.9.Y.P,.SY 
to keep out the waves 
It sank . 
They swam. 
93 
94 
Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 74 
_L _1 _ 
_ 1_ __2_ 
Page 75 
)( 
)( 
Page 76 
Page 77 
Bottom story 
Bottom story 
Top story 
Top story 
Bottom story 
Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 78 (3 1 S.F.) 
The Fairy Shoemaker 
Mother Hulda 
The Lad and the North Wind 
The Princess Who Never Laughed 
The Fisherman and His Wife 
The Fairy Shoemaker 
The Lad and the North Wind 
The fisherman and His Wife 
The Golden Pears 
The Lad and the North Wind 
The Golden Pears 
Mother Hulda 
The Princess Who Never Laughed 
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ANSWER SHEETS FROM NEW MORE STREETS AND ROADS 
Page 1 
picked Molly up in his arms and 
began carrying her 
Page 2 
3 
' Page 3 
1 tangles 10. .!!!!:!.S i C 
5 .E.§tE.per 3 . slippers 
9 cluster 6 . needle 
7 problem 2 . dainty 
4 title 8 . locate 
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Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 4 
Which puppet made of paper is the easiest 
to make and use? 
Which puppets have arms that can be 
moved around? 
Which puppet do you put on part 
of your hand? 
Which puppet is the hardest to 
learn to use? 
Whi.ch puppet do you put 
over your hand? 
Page 5 
stored 
policemen 
package 
twinkled 
answered 
Page 6 
97 
1 
3,4 
2 
4 
3 
inquiring 
giggling 
noticed 
bottom 
also 
explained 
Trouble means hurt. 3 Trouble means unneeded work 4 
Trouble means bad luck 2 Trouble means a bothering noise 
Answer Sheets (continued) 
Page 7 
bowlful 
wakeful 
watchful 
suddently 
shortly 
whitish 
Page 8 
truckers 
wildly 
tightly 
kindness 
crossly 
cleverness 
many different sorts of things. 
nothing is sold on that floor . 
not many people go up there. 
customers must enter there . 
many customers walk there . 
Page 9 
De £.§.!!!. be r 
im por tant 
.§K eel lent 
dif fi cult 
re main der 
ar gu ment 
ac ci dent 
Page 10 
Joe Flood 
fifty 
happy 
when he is 
be wil der 
in dig nant 
hor ri ble 
tre ..mgg_ dous 
in ter rupt 
ad ver tise 
con sid er 
none 
Evergreen Street 
eleven years old 
older 
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customers like to see inside 
it carries customers upstair1 
people might get hurt . 
elevators go faster than sta: 
children like to look at toy1 
DETROIT READING TEST 
TEST II: FORM A 
For Third Grade 
By CLAUDIA M. PARKER 
Assistant Supervisor of Reading 
Detroit, Michigan 
Do not open this booklet until you are told to do so. Look at the sample 
stories. You will have time later to write your name, etc. 
N arne ........................................... Grade ........... . 
(First name, initial, and last name) Cj 
Score 
Age last birthday .......... years .......... months 
Teacher ...................... Date .............. 19 . .. . 
School ...................................... City ................. . 
- Sample Story A. The sun was shining brightly. The 
little flowers were drooping with the heat. Jack and May 
were very warm. Jack said," Let us buy some ice cream to 
cool us off.'' 
1. The day was 
. 
cold icy hot ramy 
2. Jack wanted 
rain bread ice cream water 
Sample Story B. Our garden was as large as four city 
blocks, and a beautiful, silver, clear brook flowed through it. 
There were many pretty flowers. _Along one side were maple 
trees. 
3. On hot aays this garden would be 
dreary pleasant cheerless hot 
4. The brook was 
muddy clear deep stony 
Sample Story C. The pig ran around the pen grunting 
and squealing. Johnnie got a stick, and scratched the pig's 
back. Piggy lay down and enjoyed it. 
5. When Johnnie ... scratched his back, the pig felt 
pleased angry tired sad 
6. The pig was in the 
garden pen corn orchard 
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DETROIT READING TEST 
TEST II: FORM B 
For Third Grade 
By CLAUDIA M. pARKER 
Assistant Supervisor of Reading 
Detroit, Michigan 
Do not open this booklet until you are told to do so. Look at the sample 
stories. You will have time later to write your name, etc. 
N arne ........................................... Grade ........... . 
(First name, initial, and last name) D 
Score 
Age last birthday .......... years .......... months 
Teacher ...................... Date .............. 19 ... . 
School ...................................... City ................. . 
Sample Story A. The boy likes to live in a snow house. 
He likes to wear fur clothes. His dogs draw him on a sled. 
He goes hunting and fishing with his father. 
1. The boy lives where it is 
warm cold rainy hot 
2. He wears clothes made of 
wool fur feathers cotton 
Sample Story B. It has on a black dress and a white cape 
and a little · red cap, all made of feathers. You can see it 
hop up and down trees, hunting for food in the bark. 
3. This is a 
squirrel tree toad woodpecker robin 
4. It is hunting for 
food nuts water tigers 
Sample Story C. The plants raised their heads to look at 
the bright sun. The brooks and rivers danced and sparkled 
again on their way to the sea. All the birds began to sing. 
5. The weather was 
rainy ·pleasant stormy cold 
6. The birds began to 
laugh sing fly sleep 
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APPENDIX C 
SAMPLES OF INDIVIDUAL INVENTORY TEST 
AND TEACHER'S CHECK LIST 
Name 
-
-"ellow 
even in: 
limb 
world 
owl 
travel fellow loose stone 
trim evenine; also gues t 
secret limb enjoy several 
't!r-tll i"TOrld ho among -holly owl cook Lily Santa bother roast sinrcle Claus hunt set somebody gift tick-tack hid dash 
chocolate rush bush scatter fl"Ui t complain prance he'd 
uno.ernea th dry t wj_s t chj_pmunk 
porch flame Paddy 1-:onday jingle smoke cave laj_d 
bother child orange poke mea.l led spread .feel tame 
hunt song . scold cabin vacation beaver pour mountain bit 
tick-tack 
rush 
I complain 
jac ket s~t;tn f'l"Own-up brave farther smooth steep nibble 
~rumble sky cub frl r;hten 
shake teeth berries sharp 
behave bottom paw danser polite mud sort stir dry 
flame 
smoke 
orange 
1-velcome log lean Chip Tippy foolish page taught 
naughty cross roq_k gnaw fris ky . speak . empty crash 
smash leap ,j oin free pail frog Lady - probably 
trunk croal\: Nick 
\ 
snatch he'll lie 
spread peanut life mo on 
scold 
lovely worse playmate 
flat tear vrink 
lesson hind understand pour 
satin 
shiny instead scamper 
tin ae;ainst growl 
spoil tar chase 
smooth 
unhappy wicked Fluffytail 
moment hit dare 
sky 
